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Quilt Preparation

Pricing

If you have washed your fabrics,
make certain that your backing has
also been washed.

To determine the square inches for
your quilt, multiply the length of
the quilt times the width of the
quilt to arrive at the overall area in
square inches.

Pressing often determines how your
quilt turns out, so be certain that the
top and back are pressed. Any loose
threads should be carefully snipped
and removed.
Your backing and batting needs to
be 3” larger all the way around than
your quilt top, and should be
squared. If using wide-back fabric,
please have torn edges rather than
cut edges, so that the grain of the
fabric loads straight and keeps the
completed quilt squared. Crooked
backs make crooked quilts!
Preparation Services: $15.00 per
hour. These include but are not limited to pressing, seam repairs, clipping threads, piecing backing, and
hanging sleeves (using your supplied fabric). Important: Please
indicate if you want any of these
additional services, otherwise your
project will be quilted exactly as it
was received!

Multiply total square inches by
$0.02 for an all-over design, or
$0.03 for a custom design, or
$0.03 + for interpretive quilting *.
* All-over – A single edge-to-edge
design, over the entire quilt
(including borders). Samples of a
few of the hundreds of available
designs are shown on the opposite
side of this leaflet.
* Custom – A single pattern in the
main portion of the quilt, and a
different pattern in a single border.
* Interpretive – Create or adapt
quilting designs to highlight your
work, including stitch-in-theditch, blocks, sashings, and/or
extra borders.
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